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JEY is here and does indeed wish to communicate with those of you who are here at this time. It is not
often that JEY has an opportunity to just express that which is joy and thanksgiving for each of you who
are here; but JEY does come now with Love and with the Knowledge that you who are here are rejoicing
with the young man who is Adam in that he has indeed been able to overcome that which has been an
injury to his physical self. It is important that you understand that we who are in the Spirit Realm and who
do indeed hear your prayers have the opportunity to rejoice with you when there is one who is so injured
but is still able to maintain life in the body. And so we do come to rejoice with you and to give thanks to
the one who is our Creator that that one does have the opportunity to continue to live upon the Earth in
order to fulfill the purpose for which he came.
It is important that you allow your heart and your mind to know that we who are in Spirit do not lose
that which is the ability to know Joy and to know a Love and a Peace that you can know in your own hearts
and minds. Know that we too have the ability to know a Joy that you know as you are then able to more
fully understand Truth and to understand Prayer. And so JEY would come and ask you to continue to live
in an attitude that would give you the Peace and Joy that you can know in this life upon the Earth as your
Spirit resides within the body which you call yourself by name. It is important for you to understand the
power of the Spirit Within you; but it is also important for you to know that which is the body which does
indeed form a vehicle for your Spirit. That which is your body is indeed created to allow your Spirit to
know Love and Compassion and Joy and Peace and all the other positive things that can be given to it upon
the Earth. And so even as you are here to be able to grow in Spirit, be aware that it is important that you
allow your body to become one of strength and one of Love as well.
As you continue in a time of prayer for the one who is the youth upon the Earth at this time know that
your prayers will indeed be strengthened by those of us who are in the Spirit Realm and who will in turn
endeavor to influence the return to strength of the one who is known to you as Adam.
And so with that said JEY would also add this as well. You who are here have within you at this time a
knowledge that cannot be taken from you. You have learned the Truths that have been taught to you by
those who have come to you in Spirit. And as the result of that, you have been strengthened not only
Spiritually but mentally to the extent that you are now able to discern the Truth of those things that you
hear and those things that you read upon the Earth. Do not allow what others may say to you to distract you
from your journey on the Earth. Simply know that when you seek for that which is Truth and when you
come seeking the will of the Creator for your life upon Earth, that which is given to you will be
Truth. And so as you seek to fulfill your purpose upon the Earth and you ask for the Truth and the
Strength to fulfill that purpose, know that as you come seeking for help you will receive that help.
Rejoice in this, for indeed you are the recipient of that which is a Joy that none other can know
unless they are actually seeking to know the Truth of that which is the Spirit.. .to know the Truth
that the Spirit can bring to the.. . .and to know that which is residing within this physical body is OF
the Creator.., it is Spirit. And know that as you recognize this and as you can enjoy the magic of
knowing that Truth you will understand that you are indeed blessed.
And so it is at this time the joy of JEY to be among you, to be with you, and to encourage you always
not only to seek for Truth but to help others to seek for Truth; for it is through your assistance that they will
be able to open their hearts and their minds, even as you have been able to do so. And so JEY would ask
that you recognize the fact that you are blessed; that you can receive assistance when it is needed; that you
can seek for such assistance for others. And you have the ability now not only to seek in prayer but also to
give thanks in prayer as well. And so JEY cones at this time recognizing each of you who are here, and
asking that the blessing of the Creator will be upon you not only at this time but in the days to come.. .that
you will be able to have a life filled with Joy, a life filled with Love; and that you in turn will be able to
share such with others who cone into your presence. May you know that is a gift as well...a gift of giving...a
gift that you are able to use to help others. And may you be able to use it in the will of the Creator. Go now
in Love. AMEN.

